Dear Sir;

The name of the person I am writing to is Mr. Smith. He is a very kind and generous person. I have known him since childhood and he has always been there for me. He has helped me in many ways and I am grateful to him for all his support.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Dear [Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to express my gratitude for your kind gesture of sending me the photographs. I have been very much looking forward to receiving them and I must say I am very pleased with the quality of the prints. The photographs are truly a work of art and they will undoubtedly bring a lot of joy to my collection.

With regards,

[Your Name]
Sailaba braved Abbott at 732 but admitted raising a few on the chance of finding up something cheaper. Before he makes any purchase I shall run in to Town to inspect the vehicles. I am enclosing a cutting from the Regulator, letter from a Foreman as Roper Bar MT after reading which I came to the conclusion that the Bar would be an ideal depot: the Niggers appear to be numerous, friendly, and much in contact with whites. I have asked Sherwood, who knows the Doofer, to write him saying that we, as he probably would, etc. I am also enclosing cutting about the Museum in which you will find something to amuse you. Fletcher seems me a complete
Copy of 'Corinna' for £2.5-
Lots wanted £4.15- for
a similar copy. I am
anxiously wanting to hear
result of the Music Professorship
do you think Hall would be
appointed? Some of our lady
friends here are
much agog about the valuing
value of the musical exams
conducted by Sir in Cork Lond
tho' not in the exams of the
Adelaide University. Write
Prof. Mitchell a week or so
ago asking for his opinion
but he has not replied. Can
you furnish any information
on the subject? Let me
know as soon as you have
done all Sydney as we have
done it £500 we'll hear.
any surplus - Have you seen
Read? Did he ladder you
about the Adelaide pictures?
Several of my friends here are
answering to them. Our local represen-
tive at the War office splendid fellows
physically sound here last week
I read my summer lectures. The
people fairly wet read about him
he is being inundated with
presentations - Must close
Hope all is well at Sornoradale
Hand reg to Miss Spencer.
Yours.
F.S.

P.S. What did you do well
and often? They said
he left at Ovando - Sure to
get rain in July - Mounthly.